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Best Christmas Ever
The Vintage Guide to Love and Romance is a warm, feelgood novel full of laugh-out-loud humour and irrepressible
charm by Kirsty Greenwood, author of Yours Truly and Big
Sexy Love. Jessica Beam is a girl who knows how to party.
Only lately she's been forgetting to turn up for work on time.
Or in clean clothes. Down on her luck, out of a job and
homeless, Jess seeks the help of her long-lost grandmother.
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aren't going well for Matilda Beam, either. Her 1950s
Good Woman guide books are out of print, her mortgage
repayments are staggering and her granddaughter wears
neon Wonderbras. When a lifeline from a London publisher
arrives, the pair have an opportunity to secure the roof over
their heads –by invigorating the Good Woman guides and
transforming modern, rebellious Jess into a demure vintage
lady. The true test of their make-over will be to capture the
heart of notorious London playboy Leo Frost and prove that
Matilda's guides still work. It's going to take commitment,
nerves of steel and one seriously pointy bra to pull this off . . .
* Contains some strong language *

Youth's Companion
As Long as It’'s Fun
Indiana Review
As Long as It's Fun
A new baby brings a great deal of excitement to a household,
but managing on a reduced income can be a daunting
prospect. Full of top tips and creative ideas, this practical
guide will help you make the right financial decisions during
your pregnancy and throughout your maternity leave whether this is 6 weeks or 6 years! How to Afford Time Off
with Your Baby will: * help you to budget at each and every
stage, from pregnancy to starting school * offer guidance on
the essential pieces of baby kit so you don't overbuy *
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propose
creative ways to generate a little extra cash and
achieve more with less * advise you on how to release and
save money during this critical time With an extensive
resource section full of up-to-date websites, activity groups
and key advisors, How to Afford Time off with Your Baby is an
indispensable guide that will help you worry less so you can
enjoy those precious moments with your new baby much
more.

The Federal Budget Deficit and Its Impact on
Long-term Economic Growth
This picture book is a great teaching tool for your little one
and for you. It is like a dictionary of sharks for everybody. The
pictures are clear, the colors are nice, and the sharks are
clearly labelled with its name. If you are ready to challenge
your mind and prove to everyone that you are the king of
shark knowledge, then pick up this book and prepare for the
ultimate trivia experience. Test your fact knowledge as you
look at some of the most captivating facts about sharks. Do
you know that? The whale shark is the largest fish. No fish is
bigger than this 40-foot-long whale shark. The 30-foot-long
basking shark is the second largest. Bull sharks are one of
the only species that can live in fresh water. Sharks seem to
be more threatened by vertical height than length, and quick,
sudden movements are more likely to provoke attack. There
is a shark called the Dumb Shark. It is also called the False
Cat-shark. It can grow up to 10 feet long and lives in deep,
cold waters. The pelagic thresher shark's tail is nearly as long
as its body. Nearly half of this shark's 20-foot length includes
its tail. Whale sharks don't chew their food. Inside a whale
shark's mouth are 3,000 to 5,000 teeth, arranged in rows.
However, each tooth is so small it is useless for biting or
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chewing.
The jaws of bigger sharks are about twice as
powerful as the jaws of a lion. Basking sharks suck in more
than 10,000 quarts of plankton-filled water an hour. Baby
sharks are born with sharp teeth and the ability hunt right
from the start. Sharks can see almost as well behind them as
they can in front. As you read this book over and over to your
child it won't be long before they are the ones pointing to the
picture and telling you what it is. The author Katy Gleit wrote
this book for her own two grandchildren. In "Sharks: 101
Illustrated Fun Facts " your children are given a well-selected
knowledge along with entertaining information about these
creatures. In addition, a set of wonderful pictures show
exactly what a sharks looks like.

Secret Language of Animals
As Long as the Blue Canary Sings
One of football's greatest quarterbacks reveals the secrets of
strategy and play-calling, how to outwit the defense, and the
quarterback's job, accompanied by anecdotes about his
career

Cactus Carlos and the Blotchy Bandits
To anyone interested in small-boat cruising and voyaging, the
names Lin and Larry Pardey need no introduction. As worldgirdling sailors who roamed the planet on a pair of small,
engineless boats that they built themselves, the Pardeys
established their hard-earned reputations by eloquently (and
sometimes controversially) telling their stories through a
series of best-selling books and manuals, and countless
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seminars
and boat shows. They have been called the first
couple of cruising and have remained true to their mantra: Go
simple, go small, go now. And after 200,000 miles of cruising
under sail, they've demonstrated that the dream of voyaging
over the horizon is not only attainable, it's affordable. The
children of modest, middle-class families, their message of
accessibility into the world of cruising-of taking your own
floating home anywhere-has proved irresistible to tens of
thousands of sailors. Lin and Larry Pardey became cruising
royalty not solely due to their impressive deeds but also
through their rare ability to share what they'd learned across
multiple media. Seemingly every offshore cruiser knows who
they are and what they represent. Or do they? In As Long as
It's Fun, the biography of Lin and Larry Pardey, Herb
McCormick recounts their remarkable sailing career-from their
early days in Southern California to their two
circumnavigations to their current life in a quiet cove in New
Zealand. Through interviews with their families, friends, and
critics, McCormick delves deeply into the couple's oftencontroversial opinions, sometimes-tenuous marriage, and
amazing list of accomplishments. As Long as It's Fun is as
much a love story as it is a sea yarn, and, like all such stories,
it's not without complications . . . which makes it not only a
sailing tale but also a human one.

7,000 Clams
Frank Hearn is a down-on-his-luck bootlegger and bruiser,
looking for the big score in the heart of the Roaring Twenties.
When he loses a shipment of top-quality booze to a doublecrossing government thief, Frank hunts him down, roughs him
up, and finds something that catches his eye. What at first
appears to be a scrap of paper is actually a handwritten and
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unmistakably
authentic IOU for $7,000, signed by Babe Ruth.
Seven-thousand clams is a lot of money--and when Frank
gets a tip that the Yankees are about to begin spring training
in St. Petersburg, Florida, he wastes no time leaving New
Jersey to track down the Babe. Frank thinks he's covered his
bases: Along for the ride is a dangerous and curvy blonde
named Ginger DeMore. She’s smart, she packs a snub-nose
pistol in her purse, and she’s the perfect accomplice to help
convince the Babe to cough up the dough. It seems like the
perfect plan, but Frank and Ginger aren’t the only ones
seeking their fortunes in Florida. 1920’s St. Pete is a
veritable nest of vipers. Hustlers, gamblers, Yankee fans, and
even a sociopath are lurking in the booming burg—not to
mention a team of gangsters sent by a prominent Chicago
mobster named Al Capone (who’s instructed his boys to
scour the town for a curvy dame by the name of Ginger
DeMore). In this taut Roaring Twenties crime novel, filled with
colorful characters both real and imagined, Lee Irby takes
readers straight into the authentic heart of the era, bringing to
life all the sizzling style—from the slang and the fashions to the
smell of bathtub gin. Worthy of a place at Elmore Leonard’s
table, 7,000 CLAMS is an enormously entertaining tale and a
superb fiction debut.

The Congregationalist
What can man’s best friend teach us about building stronger,
more collaborative organizations? Plenty. The new role model
for business leaders isn’t a corporate superstar or wealthy
tycoon. It’s the family dog. In this guide, management expert
Robert Vetere explores how our partnership with dogs, going
back to the first human settlements, provides an intriguing
model for teamwork in the corporate world. In his professional
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Vetere has partnered with Purdue University
researchers to explore the human-animal bond. With
interviews from CEOs who’ve learned important lessons from
their dogs, From Wags to Riches shows how you can apply
insights from dog trainers and animal behavior experts to
boost creativity and build a playful environment where people
feel free to innovate. Vetere demonstrates that canine-like
qualities such as sharing responsibility across pack members
and tuning into each other’s needs and emotions by
observing facial expressions and body cues can dramatically
improve your personal effectiveness and ability to lead.

The Journal and Messenger
Our Great (english) Writers Lectures with
Quotations, Etc. Class-book/ Chs. Edw. Turner
All Cactus Carlos wanted was a drink of water, but the Bloody
Blotch Brothers have taken over the only watering hole for
miles. Time for Carlos and his stinger gun to take action and
save the thirsty desert animals from the thugs A Wild West
adventure for ages 5-8. The book includes an entertaining
and educational glossary on plants and animals of the
Sonoran Desert, explaining all the characters in the book. A
great way for kindergarten and elementary school kids to
learn about the American Southwest.

Generation
Fun
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In As Long
as It’s Fun, the biography of Lin and Larry
Pardey, Herb McCormick recounts their remarkable sailing
career—from their early days in Southern California to their
two circumnavigations to their current life in a quiet cove in
New Zealand. Through interviews with their families, friends,
and critics, McCormick delves deeply into the couple’s oftencontroversial opinions, sometimes-tenuous marriage, and
amazing list of accomplishments. As Long as It’s Fun is as
much a love story as it is a sea yarn, and, like all such stories,
it’s not without complications . . . which makes it not only a
sailing tale but also a human one.

Mr. Fun Is Here
The Vintage Guide to Love and Romance
Gradido - Natural Economy of Life is a monetary and
economic model patterned on nature. It provides a basic
income for every person, an ample national budget for every
country and an additional Equalisation and Environment Fund
for decontaminating the environment. The self-regulating
system keeps the money supply, and hence prices, stable.
The gentle equalisation of the hitherto poor countries and the
industrialised nations promotes peace. Learn about the
encouraging results of economic bionics research! Nature is
brilliant. When we act in harmony with nature we will
experience worldwide prosperity and peace. This is the core
message of this consistently positive instruction manual for
the future. Information at: http: //gradido.net/Book

The Judge
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Stolen Water
February 29th is a quirky and chaotic tale of twin brothers.
Frank & Jimmy are 12 years old. Their simple lives start to
unravel when Frank's big stupid mouth gets them in real
trouble with a mysterious shop keeper called Mr. Blake. They
get drawn deeper and deeper into a mysterious world which
forces them to face their worst nightmares. Nothing is as it
seems. "It is a gift to you but what it gives it takes. And if your
greatest dream comes true then your nightmares will surely
come true too. The portal has great power. Be mindful of your
dreams and your fears here. Be mindful of everything"

From Wags to Riches
How to Afford Time Off with your Baby
In As Long as the Blue Canary Sings was inspired by a true
story. "Sheldon" takes the lessons he learned, as an
accomplished chess player, and applies them to the various
complexities of his life. As he reasserts himself into the world
he is forced to examine his core beliefs. With both insight and
candor "Sheldon" shares his decision-making processes as
he interacts with interesting people and deals with situations
that are sometimes sensible and sometimes absurd.

Very Short Stories
It's Been Fun is the autobiography of Dr. Harlan Rogers, a
well-known Mississippi cattleman and retired dentist. Born in
1929, Harlan gives a first hand account of conditions during
his childhood and the trials many families faced as they
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struggled
to survive the Great Depression and its hardships.
His entertaining and educational anecdotes transport the
reader to another era when people worked together to
achieve common goals and hard work was a way of life.
Harlan describes the skill and discipline of the old
muleskinner as he and his crew harvest virgin timber in rural
Covington County, Mississippi, using only a few simple tools
and well-trained oxen and mules. He tells of the community's
willingness to share during times of need. Harlan discusses
his favorite activities as a youth, many based on his love for
nature and simple pleasures such as hayrides and afternoon
trips to the swimming hole. The work ethic and sense of
community instilled in Harlan during his early years made him
an outstanding soldier as he proudly served his country
during World War II and the Korean War. His stories of battle
are thought provoking as he describes the horrors of war and
the thrill of victory. His account of the battle for Pork Chop Hill
and the loss of his best friend are moving reminders of the
sacrifice all American veterans have made. After serving in
the army, Harlan returned to the United States to become a
successful dentist in his hometown. He shares some rather
amusing stories of almost forty years in dentistry. He also
offers insight into how he built a successful Charolais cattle
ranch from the ground up. Harlan and his wife of over fifty
years, Dorotheann Murphree Rogers, have worked together
to become prominent business owners. He presents his
thoughts on the importance of community involvement and
some valuable lessons he has learned as a member of
various local, state, and national boards. Also sprinkled in the
book are humorous stories about raising four sons and tips
for parenting. Harlan also devotes a chapter to what he calls
"thoughts that clutter my brain." Because of the long and
productive life he has enjoyed, it is appropriate he has
chosen to call his first publication It's Been Fun.
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February 29th
Joe Montana's Art and Magic of Quarterbacking
It's Been Fun
Raising a baby is joyful, amazing . . . and ridiculously difficult.
But with some insight into what's actually going on inside your
little one's head, your job as a parent can become a little bit
easier—and a lot more fun. In Think Like a Baby, coauthors
Amber and Andy Ankowski—The Doctor and the Dad—show
parents how to re-create classic child development
experiments using common household items. These simple
step-by-step experiments apply from the third trimester
through age seven and beyond and help parents understand
their children's physical, cognitive, language, and social
development. Amazed parents won't just read about how their
kids are behaving, changing, and thinking at various stages,
they'll actually see it for themselves while interacting and
having fun with them at the same time. Each experiment is
followed by a discussion of its practical implications for
parents, such as why to always bring more than one toy to a
restaurant, which baby gadgets to buy (and which ones to
avoid), how to get kids to be perfectly happy eating just half of
their dessert, and much more.

The Wisdom of the Simple
THE STORY: In the words of the Herald-Tribune, Irving
Elman is dwelling on the plight of the American businessman
who once had dreams of gay and adventurous
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Cruising in Seraffyn
“The sign read, 'MR. FUN IS HERE'. The sign was telling me,
telling one and all who cared to heed its call, that if fun was
your quest, you had reached your journey's end.”From the
edge of the universe to the bottom of the world, from a mind
lost to a scene of murder dark, from a never-ending road to a
ruined life reclaimed and with a side trip back to the old
neighborhood thrown in just for good measure. Nick takes his
readers along on a varied and engaging journey to the
sublime or the awful, to the uplifting or the cautionary, from
the humorous or the bizarre to the heartbreaking as his
pieces transition fluidly, effortlessly, joyfully from one genre to
the next, from one style, one voice to the next with the clear
vision, the unblinking eye and the masterful hand of a
storyteller with both feet firmly planted in an off-kilter place
you've never been before. MR. FUN IS HERE - 25 short
stories from the troubled mind of Nicholas D. Sasuta.MR.
FUN IS HERE - COME ON IN!

Outing
Citing Clinton's $7.8 billion restoration plan for the
Everglades, a social, political, and cultural survey of the
plan's progress to date is based on the author's canoe
journey through the region as well as interviews with
environmentalists, farmers, and politicians. By the co-author
of An Illustrated Viking Voyage.

Sharks: 100 Illustrated Fun Facts
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"At the ages of 25 and 21, Lucy and Susan Letcher set out to
thru-hike the entire 2,175 miles of the Appalachian
Trail--barefoot. Quickly earning themselves the moniker of the
Barefoot Sisters, the two begin their journey at Mount
Katahdin and spend eight months making their way to
Springer Mountain in Georgia. As they hike, they write about
their adventures through the 100-mile Wilderness, the rocky
terrain of Pennsylvania, and snowfall in the great Smoky
Mountains. It's as close as one can get to hiking the
Appalachian Trail without strapping on a pack"--Back cover.

Think Like a Baby
A fun and exciting guide to the world of living out at sea. This
book will teach you what you need to know inorder to live
safely, economically and cheaply when spending moths at
sea. If nothing else, this book will send you chasing for your
dreams, whether it be to take an adventure at sea or just
about anyhting else. This is the first of a four-book series
which begins on the journey that Lin and Larry Pardey began
34 years ago in their self-built 24-foot engineless cutter,
Seraffyn. In this journey, we explore places such as Mexico,
Central America, the Caribbean, and the Islands of the
Atlantic ocean. Throughout the book, we learn about people
and customs, we learn about the tricks of boating, we learn
about surviaval. This 25th anniversary edition includes a new
forward, new appendixes, and a color photo album showing
Lin, Larry and the Serraffyn during those months at sea.

The Atlantic Monthly
CREATIVE FICTION THAT FITS ON A POST-IT BUT CAN
MOVE READERS WITH POWERFUL TALES OF LOVE,
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LIFE, DEATH,
collection, author Sean Hill has crafted hundreds of engaging
stories that conjure an entire novel in just a sentence or two.
Sometimes sad, often humorous and always creative, these
tales touch on a wide range of life experiences from romance
and family to death and sex. Nana rocked in her old wooden
rocking chair. “Timmy, you have always been my favorite,”
she said. He looked at her. “Nana, I’m Bobby.” Read your
diary, discovered your secret. I thought I loved you, but now
I’m not sure. Don’t know what to do, you look so human.
Clowning was Daryl’s profession, cooking was his passion.
Stella thought he was perfect. She liked to laugh and never
learned to cook. Alex bought Sharon a ring for Valentine’s
Day, which she sold to buy the gun that stopped him from
loving her. In 2009, Sean Hill combined his love of writing and
technology by creating @VeryShortStory, a Twitter feed
where he interacts with his readers and shares his
140-character stories.

The Barefoot Sisters Southbound
One of the most beloved popular musicians of our time tells
the story of his extraordinary life. This is Willie Nelson's
complete, unvarnished story, told in his voice and leaving no
significant moment or experience untold, from Texas,
Nashville, Hawaii, and beyond. Having recently turned 80,
Nelson is ready to shine a light on all aspects of his life,
including his drive to write music, the women in his life, his
collaborations, and his biggest lows and highs--from his
bankruptcy to the founding of Farm Aid. An American icon
who still tours constantly and headlines music festivals, Willie
Nelson and his music have found their way into the hearts
and minds of fans the world over, winning ten Grammys and
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receiving
Kennedy Center Honors. Now it's time to hear the
last word about his life -- from the man himself. "Every page
radiates authenticity." --Washington Post

As Long As You Love Me
Most people dream about getting out of Sharon, Nebraska,
but after three years away, Lauren Barrett is coming home.
She has her reasons—missing her family, losing her college
scholarship. But then there's the reason Lauren can't admit to
anyone: Rob Conrad, her best friend's older brother. Football
prowess and jaw-dropping good looks made Rob a star in
high school. Out in the real world, his job and his relationships
are going nowhere. He's the guy who women love and leave,
not the one who makes them think of forever—until Lauren
comes back to town, bringing old feelings and new dreams
with her. Because the only thing more important than figuring
out where you truly belong is finding the person you were
meant to be with.

National Drug Clerk
Gradido – Natural Economy of Life
The young narrator describes the best Christmas ever but the
illustrations reveal a series of hilarious disasters. Parents and
children will delight in the contradictions between words and
pictures. Look out for other books in this unique series for
children aged seven to eight years.

The Brass Ring
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Public Opinion
Unlock the secrets behind the behavior of the world's most
fascinating creatures? from the Adélie penguin to the plains
zebra to the giant panda?in this wonderfully written,
beautifully illustrated book. In The Secret Language of
Animals, biologist Janine Benyus takes us inside the animal
kingdom and shows us the whys and the hows behind the
distinctive behavior of creatures great and small in their
natural environments. Divided geographically into five
sections?Africa, Asia, North America, the oceans, and the
poles?the book examines and describes the behavior, body
language, and patterns of communication of 20 different
animals: the gorilla, lion, African elephant, plains zebra, black
rhinoceros, giraffe, ostrich, greater flamingo, Nile crocodile,
giant panda, peacock, Komodo monitor, bottlenose dolphin,
California sea lion, gray wolf, bald eagle, sandhill crane,
beluga whale, polar bear, and Adélie penguin. For each
animal, Benyus describes and explains basic behaviors
(locomotion, feeding, drinking, bathing, grooming, sleeping),
communication behavior (greeting, social play, group
defense, conflict, aggression/submission, fighting, courtship,
copulation), and parenting behavior (birth, care and feeding,
teaching, communal care). The book is illustrated throughout
with tender yet precise line drawings that beckon us to the
animals and vividly capture everything from changing facial
expressions to nurturing postures to playful and aggressive
interactions. The text, too, is both intimate and informative,
allowing for a deep connection with, and a great admiration
for, each one of the animals.

It's Fun to Fly in Mexico!
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It's Fun Finding Out
It's a Long Story
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